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The first chapter treath how Ercles conquest Perse and
did the Captor, and brought m a Jerusalem the very crosse as
would

He Auncient hystories saye that Ercles
was a good mighty man and Gouernour of
the apppe of Rome, But in his tyme Mahommet
had saye Thiche was messagers of the devil
And rade the peple to understande, that he
was a prophete sende from our lord, In the
tyme of Ercles was the sals cawe of ma-
chomet soden and spread abroade in many partie of sFordent and
Namely in Arabye, in so moche that the prince of the lordes yet
Wold not gyue faith to his sone that he preachid and taugh Thiche
is cursed and enye, but he constringe them by force and by sword
to e alle their subgets to obeye to his commandemuns and to spe-
ue in his cawe, Whan Ercles had conquerd Perse and slaved Os-
doe Thiche was a puissant knighe he brought againe to them:
Said the very Crosse, Thiche they had bade m to perse, And alsoe
and obsered in the land of Susse, And sone to extenc and chose
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